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1,1 Occurrence of Torsion 

·-: 

Torsion is frequently encountered in reinforced 

concrete structures originating mainly from the monolithic 

character of reinforced concrete construction. In most 

cases it occurs as a secondary effect, very often in 

combination 'Hith bending moment and shearing force; A 

spandrel beam, an edge beam of a shell, an element in a 

~rid structure~ a member of a stiff-jointed space frame, 

a cantilever balcony beam and interconnected girders are 

all .subjected to tortion in addition to b~nding moment 

and·shearing force because of their typical location in 

structures .• Torsion may also resu~t from the loading 

pattern as in the case of the continuous berun-slab cons

truction subjected to unsymmetrical loading on the slab · 

spans~ A load not passing thr·ough the shear centre of a 

beam also produces torsion in the beam. 

In the cases of a spiral staircase, a beam curved 

in plan and an edge beam, someti.mes called a spandrel bearn, 

torsion may also be the primary effect and govern the design. 

1.2 Design for Torsion 

The .torsional behaviour of reinforced concrete 
(1 )* 

structural members is not yet. completely understood. Study 
~:(Parenthesised SUperscript numbers indicate the serial number 
of references listed at the end of the Thesis .• 
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of various national codes reveal that code prov~sions for 

torsion in most of the cases are arbitrary and based on 

varying concepts . Only recentl y sane codes ( 2 • 3) have incor

porated relatively more s cientific meahods for torsion design 

on the basis of research findings so far avaiJ.able. 

1.3 Importance of Investigation 

A survey of structures conductea. by the Portland 

cement ASsociation for the ACI Committee 438 revealed evide

nces of structural distress due to improper cons1aeration 

for torsion in a number of cases. ~s toe ether 'd. th the 

refinement of the proDent-day desiGn mcthoas and rouuct1on 

of snfety morgin emphasizes the importance of thorough 

investigation of tbe~rsion problem and provision £or torsion 

in design. Lven though there are reports of earlier research 

uorlt (4-11 ), organiseu investigation considering practical 

aspect or the torsion problem started since the ear1y f~fties 

and as a result a few theories have evo~ved. J.ne information 

available at pr€sent is not so meagre as it was before fifties, 

but still there are gaps in the knowledge on torsional beha

viour and further researcl1 works are needed to fill up the gaps . 

~ spandrel beams are essentially L-beams subjected 

to combined bending, shear and torsion created mainl.y dlte to 

distributed loads . Such loads, unlike the concentrated loads, 



produce varyinu shear and varying torsion along tho length. 

The support conditions of a beam again induce typical combi

nations of thJ:ec types of actions along a beam . A simply 

supported beam \dth proper restraint Mainst toi·s::lon and 

supporting an eccentric load distributed uniformly is 

subj ccted to ma.D.mum twisting moment and mrodtnum transverse 

shear with zero bending moment at su~port sections, whereas 

at the middlo of tbo beam where the bending moment is maximum, 

the shoar force and twisting moment are zero. A continuous 

beam or a beam restrained at ends supportinG uniformly 

cU.stributad eccentric :load is subjected to mrud.mu!n vaJ.ue of 

each of tors~on, shear and bending moment at the interior 

support sections Vhe~eas at the point of contraflerare tho 

beam section is subjected to combined torsion and shear only. 

Thus combino.tions of the three may al.so 1nvo1 ve variations 

o:f the relative .individual. effects. 

Most or the previoun research \o~orko 1n this field of 

combined loading dealt with rectangular beams subjected to 

combined bending, shear and torsion created by concentrated 

load • .Investigations on L-beams ·under canbj.ned bending, shQar 

and torsion created by uniformly distributed loads are very 

meagre. Some of the few available reports of research in this 

respect are aue to Victor and Ferguson< 12) and Rajagopalan 
- (13) (12) ~ 

ana Ferguson • Victor and Ferguson reportca test 
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results of twenty-one semicontinuous T-beams without stirrups 

and observed that the torsional. strength of' such beams under 

distributed loading was larger than that in case of concentra-
(13) 

ted loading. Raj agopalan and Fergus an reported test 

resul.ts of nine semicont~nuous L-beams with st:l.rrups subjected 

to combined bending, shear and torsion due to distributed 

l.oads. Their results also shoved 30% increase in strength. As 

their findings were based on 11mited test data, they suggested 

further extensive research in this di.rection. ~ present 

research is intended to add some more information in respect 

of the effect of combined 2oading 1n the for.m of distributed 

loading. 

1.4 Object and ~cope of the Present R§search 

The object of ~1e present investigation is to study the 

behaviour of semicontinuous spanurel beams of L-section with 

and w1 thout stirrups under combined bending, torsion and shear 
COl\Ce'Y\.h~t~ a..'l'\d 

proauced byhdistributed loads. This problem involves a large 

4 

number of variables like shape of the section, various arrange

ments of reinforcements, relative magnitudes of bending, shear 

and torsion and cheir gradients. To understand the effect of 

combined actions of bending, shear and torsion, it is necessary 

to know the effect of their individual actions, since the 

combined effect v11l resUlt from modification of individual 

effects due to interactions. The lmowl.edge of the behaviour 



of rectangular beams o.1so '\rf1.ll holp in understanding the 

effect of flanged sections like L or T. Similarly the 

effect of reinforcement and its various arrangements will bo 

understood :in tl1e light of the behaviour of plain concrete 

beams. Tlms the problem starts from the consideration of 

behaviour of plain concrete recta.ngul.ar members under pure 

torsion. AS regards the behaviour of reinforced concrete 

beams under flexure and transverse shear, tho magnitude of 

information is qUite large and some theories have alroady 

been formulated. In studying the effect of combined ~oading 

1n ~sectiont the behaViour of rectangular beams with various 

arrnngcment of reinforcement under pure torsion has to be 

considered. 1"he dete;nnination of bnJ.anced conai tion whon both 

longitudinal arJ.d transverse reinforcements yield and concrete 

crushes under pure torsion is an important factor from the 

point of vie~ of ultimate strength as well as economy.Various 

proportions of lonei tudinal. and transverse reinforcements e.nd 

their distr.tbution al.so may affect tlle ult:IL1ate strength • . 

In consideration of the above the present study has 

been div~ded into the fo~owing three classifications : 

(1) Review of the previous research works . 

(ti) .Analysis of existing avail.ab~e data and develop

ment of a generalised theory and 
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(iii.) Testing and evaJ.uation of test results for 

combined eff'ect of bending, shear and 

torsion due to distributed ~oads in semi

continuous spandrel beams of L-section. 
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